OS Tutorial: Leveraging the Command Line
Modern operating systems all come with a graphical user interface (GUI). There is a tendency as
a computer user to perform all operations using the GUI. Yet, in Microsoft Windows, Apple Mac
OSX, and Linux operating systems there are a wealth of functions that can be performed from a
simple command line. The command line, sometimes referred to as a console or terminal is an
interface that allows entering textual commands to execute programs.
Many times, the command line is required to execute some operations because there may be no
GUI equivalent command to achieve your goal. In this tutorial, we are going to focus on the
Ubuntu Linux command line by contrasting similar commands in Windows. In Microsoft Windows,
the command line is accessed by a program called cmd.exe. In Linux, you use a terminal
application to access a command shell. There are many different command shells in Linux.
We will focus on Ubuntu which
uses the GNU BASH command
shell. To open a terminal use the
CTRLALTT command or search
for terminal in the app drawer.

To see which shell you are running, you can enter the "echo $SHELL" command. In Linux, unlike
Windows, upper and lowercase is extremely important. Commands must be entered exactly as
described.
In Windows, the command shell usually is non
privileged. Windows 10 also uses the "Windows
Powershell" shell which was invented in 2012 and
provides many enhanced commands to access
embedded functions in Windows instrumention. In
addition, it runs all of the standard DOS
commands.
The legacy command shell can be accessed by
clicking the Windows Start and then typing in
"cmd".

To access the Powershell, right click on Start and select either the PowerShell or the PowerShell
with Admin privilege. You can also create a desktop shortcut for "cmd.exe" and then right click it
to run with administrator
privilege.
Windows marks certain
functions
as
requiring
admin privilege and those
functions will not be
executed unless you are
grantied admin privilege.
Ubuntu
and
Linux
operating systems don't
work the same way.
One thing that is the same
is that only a user in
Windows granted admn
privilege on their user
account can run admin
functions. In Ubuntu, you
must be a member of the "SuperUser" group in order to execute commands that require
privilege.
In Linux, the command "sudo" means, "do the operation with the superuser privilege". You can
place "sudo" at the beginning of any command, or you can type "sudo su" to change over to the
superuser. In Linux, the only type of privilege is "root" privilege. Root privilege means that you are
the owner of the entire file system. When you are running as "superuser" you are running under
the "root" username.
See the screen image at right
and note the command
prompt before privilege and
the command prompt after
obtaining root privilege. The
prefix "root" reminds you that
the terminal is running with
privilege. You can type "exit"
to return to the unprivileged
shell terminal and exit again
would exit the terminal
application.

In Windows PowerShell,
to create a new user
account, execute the
password command at
right which will prompt
you for a password and
then execute the second
command to create the
user account.
To
make
the
user
"Panda" an administrator
account, you would run
an additional PowerShell
command:
AddLocalGroupMember Group Administrators Member Panda
In Ubuntu, usernames must be all lowercase.
character, it will not perform
well in all situations. To add a
user "test", the command is:

If you create a username with an uppercase

sudo adduser test
Follow the prompts in the
screen image at right. You will
be
prompted
for
your
password when the "sudo"
command is executed.
In order to run 'sudo", you
must be a member of sudo
group.
To make the "test" user a
member of the sudo group enter the following command.
usermod aG sudo test
When you install software in Windows, you are generally running an MSI package which places
files in appropriate folders, makes registry entries and creates shortcuts.
Installation of software in Ubuntu is much the same except that there is no registry. Every Linux
distro uses a package manager to handle installation and removal of software. The Ubuntu
package manager is "aptitude" or "apt" for short. Packages can be installed from the command
line, from the Ubuntu Software center, or by double clicking them in the file manager.

In Linux, adding or removing software and having all necessary dependencies satisfied and
managed is extremely intuitive and easy. To update the package database to see available
updates:
sudo apt update
After the update command, initiate upgrades of software that have newer versions:
sudo apt upgrade
To install a new package in Ubuntu, an example of an installation of a package called "nettools"
follows:
sudo apt install nettools
To remove a package from Ubuntu:
sudo apt remove purge nettools
The "purge" is optional and removes the program settings as well as the package.
To remove dependencies which may no longer be needed in Ubuntu:
sudo apt autoremove
If the package manager ever indicates that it is corrupt or has broken packages:
sudo apt update fixmissing
sudo dpkg configure a
sudo apt install f
To clean up leftover entries in the package repository:
sudo apt clean
sudo apt update
In Ubuntu, the apt package manager
searches repositories on the system in
order to find information to install
programs.
To see these sources, open the app
drawer and type "Software". Choose
the "Software & Updates" app and the
first tab lists "Ubuntu Software". The
"Other Software" tab lists any addon
repositories that you may have defined.

Sometimes, a program is not a part of the Ubuntu repositories, or there may be a newer version of
a program in a respository provided by the author. For example, the GNU Imagine Manipulation
Program (GIMP) is available in the Ubuntu Software Center and can also be installed from the
command line.
However, a much newer version of GIMP can be installed from the repository offered by the GIMP
authors:
sudo addaptrepository ppa:ottokesselgulasch/gimp
sudo apt update
sudo apt install gimp
the "addaptrepository" adds a new repository to search when performing installations. The "sudo
apt update" updates the search indexes. The install command will now install the newer version of
"gimp" found in that repository as opposed to the older version in the standard ubuntu repositories.
Once, you have defined a repository, anytime there is a new version of an installed program, all
you need to do is:
sudo apt update
sudo apt upgrade
Then all new available versions would be installed.
When you run "sudo apt upgrade", it only upgrades that which has a new release available to the
platform, as defined in /etc/apt/sources.list.
When you run "sudo apt distupgrade", it will intelligently install or remove packages as needed, in
order to complete the upgrade. "sudo apt distupgrade" has a smart conflict resolution system, so
it will attempt to upgrade the most important packages, at the expense of those deemed less
important.
"sudo apt upgrade" does not remove packages, it only upgrades. Can you use "sudo apt dist
upgrade" as your regular upgrade tool? Certainly. Just remember, it will delete softwareif it is
required to complete the process.
There is another command line that can actually upgrade the version of Ubuntu installed if one is
available:
sudo doreleaseupgrade
The doreleaseupgrade command is responsible for upgrading from one Ubuntu release to
another. So if you want to upgrade from Ubuntu 18.10 to 19.04, you use doreleaseupgrade.
However, in order to use this command, the system must first be fully upgraded. To do that, you
should first run sudo apt upgrade, followed by sudo apt distupgrade. When those two complete,
you can then run sudo doreleaseupgrade and wait for the magic to complete.

There is a "Software Update" tool in the app drawer. It does the same as:
sudo apt update
sudo apt upgrade

After the "software updater" runs:
Most Linux users get used to the
command line interface and tend to
use it more often then the GUI
commands because of the perceived
level of control over what you are doing. Distros like Ubuntu have a wide variety of GUI
commands making it a distro more comfortable to Windows users.
There is a program called neofetch that you can install that will give you your overall configuration
of your system.

The equivalent of the "DIR" command in Windows is "ls" in Linux. All commands in linux are
generally the name of the command followed by a dash () and then options which are typically a
string of letters.
You can get help on a command "ls help". One very powerful Linux feature is the pipe (|)
denoted by the vertical bar. A pipe causes the output of the program listed first to become the
input of the program listed after it. A "more" command causes a pause after it sees about 24 lines
of output. So, the command "ls help | more" will list the first page of help on the "ls" command
and when you press the space bar it lists the next page of help.
The "enter" key moves the output down by a
line instead of a page.
CTRLC exits "more" and returns to the
command line.
The "more" command is valuable in listing any
data that extends for more than one page on
the terminal.

The command at the right is 'ls l | more'. This
is a "long" directory listing with the more
command. A long listing shows columns with
permissions, owner name, group name, file
size, creation date, and filename.
If you had entered "ls al" you would have
gotten a long listing that also lists hidden files.
Any file starting with a period in the filename is
a hidden file in Linux.

Files in Linux have ownership by a username and a user group. The permissions fields above
starts with a dash or a "d". A "d" means that the file is a directory. The next three letters are
permissions for the owner. The next three letters are permissions for the group and the last three
letters are permissions for "other". Other is anyone else on the system who is not the owner or
group. The Three types of permission are "r" for readonly, "w" for read/write and "x" for execute. If
a dash appears instead of the letter, it means that permission type is turned off.
To change the owner of a file:
chown testuser filename

To change the owner of a directory:
chown R testuser dirname
The uppercase "R" means to make the ownership change recursive down into the directory
structure.
There is also a change group:
chgrp testgroup filename
In Windows, disk drives are considered devices and a device has partitions that are mounted with
a drive letter. In linux, the top level of the file system is root denoted by the forward slash (/).
Additional disks and partitions are mounted to the one root partition making the file system appear
either wider or deeper.
To mount a device, you create a folder:
sudo mkdir /media/mystuff
To mount a new partition to make it part of the file system, you use the "mount" command:
sudo mount /dev/sdb1 /media/mystuff
Since everything in Linux is a file, you will notice the devices look like file in the "/dev" folder.
Typically, disk drives have names like sda, sdb, sdc and so on. Partitions have numbers. So, the
first partition on the second hard drive would have a name like "/dev/sdb1". Newer devices like
nvme drives have names like "/dev/nvme0n1". The first partition might be "/dev/nvme0n1p1".
Typically, the "sd" nomenclature means SCSI drive, although most every drive is some variation of
SCSI today like SATA or SAS. There is also a "/dev/hd" naming convention. You don't see that
often anymore because "hd" drives were the old IDE interface. Optical drives like CDs and DVDs
have names like "/dev/sr0".
The mount command can also give status about which drives are mounted. A lot of specialty
mounts exist on every system. There is a search command called "grep" (Globally search a
Regular Expression and Print) that you can pipe to list particular drive mounts:

It is easy to see the power of pipes with "grep" used in the above "mount" command.

As mentioned above, any device that allows reading or writing data blocks is a "Block Device". In
Ubuntu hard drives are represented by their drivers either as /hdX for an IDE drive or /sdX for a
SCSI (or SATA in a modern system) drive.
You can list all block drives with the "lsblk" command whether they are mounted or not. This can
be confusing because this command also lists loop devices which are block devices that map data
blocks not to a physical device such as a hard disk or optical disk drive, but to the blocks of a
regular file in a filesystem or to another block device.
For example, a loop device could be used to mount an ISO image as though it were a disk drive.

At the end of the "lsblk" listing above, you can see that this system has five drives named "sda",
"sdc", "sdd", "sde", and "nvme0n1". The "sdb" is missing because on this system "sdb" is an SD
card reader without any media in it at the time the command was issued.
Note that some drives above have more than one partition and that partitions are listed as type
"part".
Partitions can be mounted to any folder in the file system, but this can get confusing. For that
reason, it is somewhat of a convention to mount to a folder in "/mnt" or "/media".

Since the entire file system falls under root (/), a single Linux file system can mount local drives
and network drives and become quite extensive. In the above listing /dev/sdd1 is mounted in /mnt/
VMSCloudDrive which is an ISCSI target on my QNAP NAS.
There is also an "lspci" command to list all devices on the PCI bus of your computer.

This listing lists devices, including VGA controllers, USB controllers, sound, Bluetooth, wireless,
and Ethernet controllers. This is considered a basic listing. You could also "lspci v" for a verbose
listing or even "lspci vv" or "lspci vvv" depending on how detailed you want the hardware
information to be. Try that in windows!
You can also list the devices on the USB bus with "lsusb".

Up to this point, we have learned about installing packages, updating the OS, working with the file
system, and understanding the configuration.

We have already seen the "ls" command to list the contents of a directory. The command "cat" is
used to type a file:
cat test.txt | more
The "cd" command changes the default directory just like in windows. However, in Linux, folder
names are separated by slashes (/) and not backslashes (\). That's because Linux is forward
thinking and Windows is backwards.
"cd /" takes you to the root directory. "cd .." takes you up one level. "cd " takes you to the
previous directory. "pwd" shows your current directory location.
To create an empty file:

touch empty.txt
To create a file with some text:
The first command above uses ">" to redirect keyboard input into the file. To end input, CTRLD.
A simple "cat" command lists the content of the file.
The "cp" command allows you to copy a file.
The "mv" command allows you to move a file from one place to another.
The "mv" command is also used to rename a file.
The "rm" command is used to remove (delete) a file.
The "mkdir" command is used to create a directory.
The "rmdir" command is used to remove a directory.
The "top" command is a system monitor.
The "man" command is a help command which is a little more verbose than the help switch on a
command:
man ls | more
For even more verbose help:
info ls

The "passwd" command lets you change your password.
There are also some command line shortcuts:

Another valuable command to master is the "nano" text editor.
To edit a file:
nano test.txt
When you decide to exit (Ctrl+X), it will ask whether to save or discard the file. There is a lot of
help on nano shortcuts, but it is a character oriented editor that understands cursor movement and
typing.

There are other more basic editors like "vi", but nano is easier to use. This document is about
command line tools. There is a GUI text editor called "gedit". It is oriented towards GUI
operations, but having a tool like "nano" is needed when you have only the command line
available.
This document just covers the basics of being comfortable in the command line. Learning Linux
means having control over all of the functions on your system rather than just functions that
Microsoft wants you to have. That means that you will learn more and also make more mistakes.
One final command, to orderly shutdown and power off your Ubuntu system:

